Protecting privacy in automated transaction systems: A legal and technological perspective in the European Union
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In the past, spies could enter one’s residence, organisations or companies and collect valuable information such as personal sensitive data, trade secrets or transaction records. Nowadays, the open architecture of the Internet has generated an environment in which there are more opportunities to quickly and easily obtain data than there used to be, as a variety of sensitive information can be captured on the Internet without a physical presence in the location where the data is situated. Privacy rights have consequently become more vulnerable to attack. This paper will discuss the current legal framework of ePrivacy protection in the European Union (EU), examine the state-of-the-art technologies for service-oriented computing, evaluate practical obstacles and propose possible solutions to establish trust in privacy management.
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1. Introduction: data and eprivacy protection

Privacy, as a fundamental human right, has been protected under basic laws in different countries or conventions at the international level since the 1950s. From a boom of electronic commercial transactions in 2000, data protection stemming from international computer networks has been challenged owing to technical and legislative obstacles. Data protection constraints on the Internet are preventing online users’ privacy rights from being fully protected. For example, in B2C (business-to-consumer) transactions, an online retailer might have a database of information about its consumers’ personal details and their history of transactions in automated selling systems. In B2B (business-to-business) transactions, automated transaction systems create the possibility of automated composition, automatic negotiation, i.e. service-oriented computing (SOC) generates automatic management of quality of service in B2B business, while automated computing (AC) allows high frequency trading known as super fast automated trading. All sensitive information of the trading parties (i.e. providers and customers) can be captured by the system in a split second. It is reported that one computer system of automated trading can currently be sized to handle about 400,000 transactions a second. With the advent of computing power, information travels more freely with very little need to have human intervention. The Internet makes it possible for individuals to react and trade in real time with each other from anywhere on the globe. It also reduces the cost of transactions, for example,
in stock markets a trade can be executed in less than a second, probably for just a few dollars. The logic of profit margin via automated trading is as follows:

As I entered the stock at 35 cents, in an automated way, someone has come out and sold at 34 cents stock, 33 cents stock ahead of my offer. They are trying to sell stock ahead of me to take advantage of getting higher prices before I start selling it. Their hope is that they just sold 800 shares at 33 and 34 cents and the stock is going to go down and they’ll be able to buy those shares back cheaper, and that’s how they’re hoping to make money.

The process is simple, since it is essentially a matching engine. When a willing buyer meets a willing seller at an agreed price, the transaction is executed straightaway. Or in the case of a service agreement, when the standard or condition meets the service requirements, the agreement is automatically concluded. The simplicity of the automated transaction system facilitates the efficiency of commercial transactions. Business partners’ bank details and business strategies are also kept on the automated computer servers. However, it also increases the risk of insecurity. For example, what will happen if a third party steals the information or if the database owner sells the information to the third party?

In order to build users’ trust and confidence, many online trading or service companies, have posted self-regulations on their webpages. However, it is doubtful how many users have actually read the privacy statements in the small print or via a clicked link before using a service or placing an order. It is also questioned whether companies do keep their promises and comply with their self-regulated privacy policies. If not, what are the remedies?

In response to the necessity of e-privacy legislation, countries have made efforts to regulate the rules of e-privacy in order to facilitate economic growth, cooperation, trade and investment. This paper will discuss the current legal framework of ePrivacy protection in the European Union (EU), examine the state-of-the-art technologies for service-oriented computing, evaluate practical obstacles and propose possible solution to establish trust in private management.

2. ePrivacy legal framework of the EU

Data protection is to protect the rights of data ownership and balance the benefits between the protection of data ownership and the permission of data free-flow, while privacy protection is to protect fundamental human rights. In the EU, according to Article 1 of the EC Directive on Data Protection (1995),[2] the EC Directive on Data Protection is not only to protect personal data but also individual privacy rights. The EC ePrivacy Directive[3] supplements the EC Directive on Data Protection. It reflects on Recital 6, 12 and Article 1 of the EC ePrivacy Directive. For example, Recital 6 of the EC ePrivacy Directive states that

the Internet is overturning traditional market structures by providing a common, global infrastructure for the delivery of a wide range of electronic communications services. Publicly available electronic communications services over the Internet open new possibilities for users but also new risks for their personal data and privacy.

Recital 12 further clarifies that it is aimed at protecting the fundamental rights of natural persons and particularly their right to privacy, as well as the legitimate interests of legal persons. It also
harmonises the provisions of the Member States required to ensure an equivalent level of protection of fundamental rights and freedoms, and in particular the right to privacy, with respect to the processing of personal data in the electronic communication sector and to ensure the free movement of such data and of electronic communication equipment and services in the Community as stated in Article 1(1) of the EC ePrivacy Directive.

Although the EC ePrivacy Directive complements the EC Directive on Data Protection providing privacy protection particularly in the electronic communication sector, some provisions of the EC ePrivacy Directive are narrow and non-specific. For example, Article 4 (‘Security’) and Article 6 (‘Traffic Data’) need to be amended regulating the liability of data infringement. On 13 November 2007, the European Commission adopted a Proposal for amending the EC ePrivacy Directive. In response to the proposal, the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) released his second Opinion on ePrivacy Directive review and security breach in January 2009. The EDPS welcomes the adoption of a security breach notification system as it will encourage companies to improve data security and enhance the accountability of the personal data. That is, network operators and Internet service providers (ISPs) should notify security breaches to the national regulatory authorities (NRAs) and also their customers. However, it is argued that the communication is unclear in terms of its scope of the organisations that are subject to breach notification as it seems to only refer to IT companies in the EU, whereas most state legislation in the USA applies horizontally to all organisations that process certain types of information.

The substantial issue of the liability of infringement of privacy rights shall be governed by national laws. As stated in Recital 55 and Article 23 of the EC Directive on Data Protection, any person who has suffered damage is entitled to receive compensation from the controller, as a result of an unlawful processing operation or of any act incompatible with the national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive. Article 15(2) of the EC ePrivacy Directive also provides that the provisions of judicial remedies, liability and sanctions of the EC Directive on Data Protection shall apply with regard to national provisions adopted pursuant to this Directive. An example can be given by a leading case in the UK that hit the headlines in 2008. In the UK case of Applause Store Productions Ltd and Firsht v. Grant Raphael (hereafter ‘Facebook’ case [2008] EWHC 1781 (QB)), the claimant Mathew Firsht, the owner of Applause Store Productions, was successful in an action alleging libel and misuse of private information. It is a lawsuit against the claimant’s former friend, Grant Raphael, who created a false profile for Mathew Firsht on Facebook without his consent. The defendant published the claimant’s sensitive personal information on Facebook and created a link called ‘Has Mathew Firsht lied to you?’ that defamed Firsht’s business in providing audiences for a popular television program. The Judge Richard Parkes QC ruled that the claimant, Mathew Firsht, was awarded £2000 as damages compensation for his hurt feelings and distress caused by the defendant’s misuse of private information, along with the other compensation for damages of defamation. Thus, it is reasonably clear that damages in cases of misuse of private information are awarded to compensate the claimant for the hurt feelings and distress caused by the misuse of their information.

From the discussion above, it is notable that the main privacy principles in the EC Directive on Data Protection are ‘notification’, ‘choice’, ‘security’, ‘data integrity’ and ‘accessibility’ and ‘accountability’. However, it does not include the principle of ‘enforceability’, which is recommended by the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in the EU–US Safe Harbour Agreement. Enforcement of privacy protection is one of the most complicated
issues in information privacy protection. The legal certainty of enforcement of privacy protection is vital to build Internet users’ trust on web systems. Before the discussion on enhancing enforceability of privacy protection, the linking factor to be looked at is whether the current computing technologies are compatible with the legal framework of the data and privacy protection.

3. Privacy and security with software agents and service-oriented computing

3.1. Overview of current technologies

Recent widespread growth in the number and complexity of distributed systems in dynamic business environments has led to the creation of sophisticated tools and technologies to support the design, development and management of automated transaction systems that are integrated with data and privacy protection. Two technologies in particular, namely agent-based systems and service-oriented computing, stand out as being able to support the required autonomy, flexibility, proactive and reactive characteristics in dynamic business environments. At the same time, agent-based systems and service-oriented computing can generate a secure system that provides the protection of personal data and privacy. Agent-based systems can establish and adopt certain personal data and privacy protection rules, while service-oriented computing offers a promising solution in discovering other appropriate agents, reaching agreements between service providers and customers, managing the joint execution of tasks and dealing with any problems that arise.

The term ‘agent’ has been widely used in the computing industry and although there is no single precise definition, most researchers and practitioners accept the definition proposed by Shoham, that an agent is ‘a software entity which functions continuously and autonomously in a particular environment, often inhabited by other agents and processes’. Agents typically act on behalf of a user, which might be an individual, an organisation, or even another agent. Wooldridge captures this aspect by defining an agent to be, ‘a computer system that is situated in some environment, and that is capable of autonomous actions in this environment in order to meet its delegated objectives’. Software agents can be characterised by the properties of autonomy, reactivity, proactiveness and social ability. Autonomy implies that agents are able of making their own decisions and although they may be influenced by others, an individual agent has the ultimate control over its own behaviour. Agents are reactive in that they monitor their environment and circumstances, and are able to change their behaviour accordingly. Similarly, agents are able to identify and create opportunities by acting proactively, in order to fulfil their goals. Finally, agents are able to coordinate their actions with others in order to cooperate, to enable them to achieve goals that could not, or not as easily, be achieved alone. Groups of agents can organise themselves by establishing and adopting certain rules, or norms, with minimum human intervention then required for them to achieve their design goals. Such cooperation and coordination requires agents to be able to discover other appropriate agents, reach agreements with other agents or with customers, manage the joint execution of tasks and deal with any problems that arise. There are several alternative approaches and technologies for designing and implementing such systems, but there is currently no single generally adopted standard. Of the possible approaches, the tools and technologies provided by service-oriented computing offer a promising solution.

‘Service-oriented computing’ (SOC), also known as ‘service-oriented architectures’ (SOAs), is a paradigm for distributed system development that allows software developers to focus on the fulfilment of the required enterprise functionalities at a conceptual level.
through the provision of standardised communication protocols, interfaces, workflows and service management infrastructures. SOC allows developers to build the functionality that they require by combining existing components, called services, without being concerned by the barriers of heterogeneous operating systems, hardware environments, development platforms or geographical location.

Although the notion of SOAs is backed by numerous organisations, a number of varying definitions have been proposed by a selection of industry bodies, researchers and standards organisations. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) defines a service as, ‘an abstract resource that represents a capability of performing tasks that represents a coherent functionality from the point of view of provider entities and requester entities’. The key point in this definition is that a service provider is able to package specific functionality in a suitable format for consumption by a requester. IBM defines SOAs as, ‘an approach to build distributed systems that deliver application functionality as services to end-user applications or to build other services. SOA can be based on web services, but it may use other technologies instead’. Web services are one of the more popular technologies that are used to implement SOAs, having received wide industrial support. Services can be primitive or can be built from other services through a process called composition. An important feature of composition is that the component services may be supplied by different providers. This aspect is captured by the definition used by the OASIS consortium, who defines SOAs as, ‘a paradigm for organising and utilising distributed capabilities that may be under the control of different ownership domains. It provides a uniform means to offer, discover, interact with and use capabilities to produce desired effects consistent with measurable preconditions and expectations’. A set of standards and metrics are therefore required for SOAs, so that services can be provided, consumed and evaluated in a consistent manner. Several alternative standards have been proposed for the various aspects of SOAs and although the technical details may differ between specific standards, the overall functionalities and characteristics defined are broadly similar.

Any system built using a SOA approach must implement a key set of processes, including advertisement, discovery, selection, composition and execution. A service provides certain functionality on behalf of its owner, which might be an individual or an organisation, and in order for a potential customer (the service requester) of the service to become aware of it, the service provider must advertise the service describing the functionality offered. Service providers advertise services by publishing service descriptions in publicly available repositories, which are managed by service brokers (or registries) that are able to match customers’ requirements with appropriate services. A customer submits their requirements for a given task to a broker, who will find suitable services and inform the customer of each potential provider’s details, the service characteristics and information about how the service can be invoked. This process allows a customer to discover the available services for a given task and select the most appropriate. Once a service has been selected it can be invoked and executed. The composition process describes the manner in which new services can be created through the combination of existing services (potentially from several providers).

To remain competitive, and respond to market conditions, businesses frequently need to adapt their business processes and workflow, and this is one of the main motivations for SOAs, since their loose coupling of components is able to deliver this flexibility. Again, alternative standards have been proposed (such as ebXML and BPEL), but they share the overall functionality of enabling businesses to define orderings and constraints on a set of service invocations that include both their own services and those sourced from other suppliers. Since services are modular components any given service can be exchanged
for another that has the same description, thus enabling flexibility in the business process. Furthermore, since business processes are defined as ordered collections of independent components (i.e. services) they can be easily adapted by inserting or removing services or changing the ordering.

Since many providers can offer similar services, service requesters need some means of choosing between them based on non-functional attributes such as quality of service (QoS). The idea is that a customer can find the best set of services available at run-time, taking into consideration their preferences and the current execution context. Where complex business processes have been defined individual service components can be selected at run-time according to QoS characteristics, and services that fail to meet their required characteristics can be replaced.

3.2. Problems with widespread adoption

The combination of agent-based systems and service-oriented computing allows complex business processes to be defined, and automatically managed by autonomous agents that can select appropriate services and even reconfigure business processes at run-time according to user preferences and QoS criteria.

However, in any service-oriented interaction, issues such as data and privacy protection still need to be addressed to ensure that all parties are appropriately protected in an agreement that also defines the non-functional commitments that each party should make. In other words, the agreement should include characteristics such as privacy and security in addition to standard aspects such as delivery times and payment terms. Privacy and security are complex issues, in which the requirements of protecting data and privacy are not straightforward to ensure or to define. For example, since services can be composed of other services provided by different suppliers, which may be selected at run-time, it is not necessarily known which provider will have access to a given user’s data when the original agreement is made. Services often involve the execution of program code, which means that it is not necessarily known at the time of invoking the overarching service which provider (or sub-provider) will run the code, and so potentially have opportunity to copy or reverse engineer it or duplicate any associated data.

Most existing work in this area has focused on B2B interactions, where both the providers and customer of services are businesses. When a particular service is selected it is typical to establish the notion of a ‘service contract’ that defines the commitments made by the provider and customer (for example defining when a service will be performed, the security measures that should be in place and details of payment). Such ‘contracts’ may also give details of any penalties that are incurred in the event of commitments being broken. These ‘contracts’ exist at a technical level, and although they mirror the paper contracts that are exchanged between businesses, it is not always clear what legal standing they have. In existing deployments of SOAs the typical operation with respect to contracts is that an overarching legal agreement is negotiated and signed by human representatives of the organisations involved, and it is only the specific implementation (in terms of the composition of services within the particular agreed parameters and business processes) that are determined and executed online.

Over recent years there has been a trend towards customers being more directly involved in such interactions, both as providers and customers of products and services, and towards the interactions themselves being more flexible. Such a change has been witnessed in industries ranging from music and entertainment to manufacturing. For example, individuals can easily publish and consume music online without involving
record companies (e.g. through iTunes), or by using aggregators or ‘brokers’ can manufac-
ture and sell very small runs of physical products (e.g. manufacturing via Alibaba.com and
selling through specialist sites such as etsy.com). There is every reason to expect that a
similar shift will occur within SOAs, since at a technical level it is already straightforward
for anyone to publish or consume services. One obstacle to such a paradigm shift and a
potential problem should it occur, is that the model of human representatives of organ-
isations defining a legal agreement within which their agents and services operate is imprac-
tical since (i) individuals are unlikely to have the resources to setup such agreements, and
(ii) if there is a shift in service provision from small numbers of business-to-business ‘high
volume low margin’ interactions to a large number of ‘low volume high margin’ inter-
actions with customers then the number of agreements that a given provider would
require to negotiate is likely to become intractable.

3.3. Consideration

From a technical perspective in terms of data and privacy protection, users can specify
restrictions on which sub-providers may be involved in fulfilment of their tasks. Addition-
ally, users may wish to specify ‘sandboxing’ requirements such that their tasks are per-
formed in isolation to those of other users, to prevent a malicious user from submitting
services whose aim is to collect information about the other services that a provider is
currently executing.

The above consideration arises from the possible practice of SOA systems, that is, the
existing SOA systems typically address the concerning issue of ‘defining a legal agreement
within which their agents and services operate’ by using overarching legal agreements
between humans. This practice, as it has been argued in the previous sub-section, was
likely to be impractical if customers became more directly involved in the provision and
consumption of services. There is therefore a need for the current approach to become
more customer focused, to support the legal requirements that exist regarding privacy
and security. It is uncertain exactly how this issue can be solved, but it is clear that some
form of contractual agreement between provider and customer is required, be they
human negotiated or automatically negotiated. In the short-term it may be possible to intro-
duce a form of ‘trustmark’ for contracts, such that a provider can have their contracts
approved by an independent third party who can then certify that sufficient protection for
the customer (and provider) is in place. However, there are two significant limitations
with this approach. First, it places a high barrier of entry to individuals wishing to
provide services, since they would need to formulate an appropriate contract and have it
validated. A potential solution to this would be to use a broker or proxy service that has
template contracts that can be adopted (analogous to sellers adopting the privacy statement
and practices and the buying and selling policies of sites such as eBay that in turn are cer-
tified by organisations such as TRUSTe), but it is unlikely that such template contracts can
be made sufficiently broad to be practical and yet detailed enough to provide appropriate
protection. Second, and more importantly, such contracts will be inflexible, requiring
approval by the independent third party and unable to be updated rapidly in response to cir-
cumstances at run-time. One of the main advantages of SOAs is the flexibility with which
services can be selected and configured at run-time according to user preferences and the
current situation. Legal agreements, however, are typically fixed and so restrict flexibility,
which goes against this motivation for using SOAs. The underlying technology supports
flexible workflows and interactions, but these are not easily modelled using traditional
legal agreements. A potential solution is software contracts, which mirror paper contracts
but are negotiated and agreed by computers. Since these are computer readable, they can be modified at run-time, and so provide the desired flexibility. However, a key question remains, namely, how are the legal agreements on data or privacy protection generated by SOAs enforceable?

4. Solution: enhancing enforceability

In general, privacy policies are enforced either by national enforcement authorities, alternative dispute resolutions or court litigation. Those national enforcement authorities can impose sanctions or fine for privacy breaches. In the UK, the enforcement authority is information commissioner, whereas in the USA, the enforcement authority is the federal trade commissioner. Cross-border data transfer and enforcement is one of the most complicated issues concerning the protection of personal data and privacy. There are bilateral and multilateral agreements about seeking to enhance and encourage cooperation between the countries on these matters. For instance, on 27 November 2009, the Council of the European Union issued the ‘Decision on the signing, on behalf of the European Union, of the Agreement between the European Union and the United States of America on the processing and transfer of Financial Messaging Data from the European Union to the United States for purposes of the Terrorist Finance Tracking Program (hereafter “Agreement”). The Agreement provided for its provisional application as from 1 February 2010.

Because it is time-consuming and complicated to enforce privacy protection in courts and it is even more complex when the dispute concerns cross-border data transfer, self-enforcement mechanisms in private sectors have been strongly encouraged. Both OECD ‘Privacy Online: Policy and Practice Guidance’ in 2003 and the FTC Fair Information Practices Report in 2000 found that fostering the adoption of self-regulatory enforcement mechanisms or initiatives, such as trustmark or seal programs, would be beneficial for promoting effective global solutions with regard to privacy compliance. The FTC Fair Information Practices Report stated that the ‘industry’s primary self-regulatory enforcement initiative has been the development of online privacy seal programs’.

A seal program, known as a ‘trustmark’, is usually accredited by a trusted third party and displayed on the authorised website. It is designed to build users’ trust on using the authorised websites. It gives users certainty about the privacy policy standards with respect to the kind of information a site gathers, what the site operator does with that information, and with whom that information is shared. The well-known seal and trustmark programs are TRUSTe, BBBOnline and VeriSign. Several companies’ websites have been licensed by such online privacy seal programs. For example, eBay and Microsoft are licensed by TRUSTe, Alibaba.com is accredited by VeriSign etc. However, current privacy seal programs are not widely supported by international and national legislation and only a relatively small percentage of sites have introduced online-privacy seal programs.

Both TRUSTe and BBBOnline have their own enforcement procedures: users filing a complaint and seal program providers responding to a complaint by imposing sanctions on accredited websites. Examples of such sanctions may include:

(1) requiring the Licensee to correct or modify personally identifiable information or change user preferences;
(2) requiring the Licensee to change its privacy statement or privacy practices; and/or
(3) requiring the Licensee to submit to a third-party audit of its practices to ensure the validity of its privacy statement and to ensure that it has implemented the corrective action required.\textsuperscript{16}

However, seal program providers cannot require a Licensee to pay monetary damages or take further steps to exempt from legal violation. The complaint will be published except for pre-agreement on confidentiality. TRUSTe and BBBOnline are the sole judges of any dispute.

Mann and Winn recognised that this kind of complaint forum provided by TRUSTe and BBBOnline is an alternative dispute resolution (ADR) mechanism.\textsuperscript{17} In the author’s view, TRUSTe Watchdog Dispute Resolution Forum and BBBOnline Compliant Forum are not arbitration, mediation or negotiation as they are much lower than the standard of ADR procedures. This raises concerns on why TRUSTe and BBBOnline do not offer normal online dispute resolution (ODR) procedures using a standard ODR platform, where a complainant can file a case and appoint a neutral person such as an assisted negotiator, mediator or arbitrator to help resolve the case. TRUSTe and BBBOnline might save costs and avoid complication in the sole judgment, but it might be fairer, much more trustworthy, reliable and professional to adopt an efficient ODR procedure as cases of privacy breaches are usually not very simple and often require expert investigation.

Seal programs’ ODR services can be provided by two possible means. The first method would be that seal program service providers could purchase or produce user-friendly ODR software and appoint qualified assisted negotiators, mediators and arbitrators. The second method would be that seal program service providers could form partnerships with independent ODR service providers and publish the appointment agreement that seal accredited privacy-policy disputes would be resolved by their ODR partner. It is worthy of noting that, as mentioned earlier, eBay is accredited by the TRUSTe seal program, while eBay users’ disputes are compulsory to be resolved by SquareTrade (an ODR service provider) first before they go for litigation. In other words, eBay users have different channels to resolve different types of disputes, privacy-related issues on TRUSTe Watchdog Dispute Resolution Forum and business-related issues on SquareTrade. Under these circumstances, it might make sense that SquareTrade is also designated to resolve eBay Users’ TRUSTe privacy-policy disputes to enhance the users’ confidence in providing personal information to proceed with commercial transactions.

5. Concluding remarks

Trust and security are now, more than ever, critical issues in doing business, whether online or in the paper world. The development of global legislation in relation to data protection and information privacy becomes vital to facilitate international commerce.

One way to achieve legal certainty and predictability is through international harmonisation. Currently, the International, EU and US privacy legislation or guidelines have their different preferences. The EU legislation aims more at protecting individual privacy rights, while the US and International guidelines are more targeted at promoting the free flow of cross-border data for the development of global economy. There is one aspect in common, that is, they all make efforts on balance between individuals’ privacy rights and entrepreneurs’ marketing rights at the level of international harmonisation. Both legal and technological measures should be used to build a trusted environment and increase users’ confidence in dealing with data and privacy. From a technological perspective, agent-based systems in combination with service-oriented computing can provide the design
for secure automated transactions and personal data protection, however, users should make sure that they use or draft restrictive data protection terms in computing service agreements to enhance such protection in place. From a legal perspective, trustmark program, provided by a trusted third party certifying the quality of merchants’ data privacy, should be deemed to be one of the most effective approaches in enhancing users’ trust and confidence in online interaction and transactions.
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